Intelligent
Energy
Management

www.carbontrack.co.za

Your energy journey starts
with carbonTRACK

carbonTRACK is all about intelligent
energy management. Our expertise is
in renewables, intelligent automation
and energy management in homes
and businesses.
carbonTRACK technologies create
energy optimisation through remote
monitoring, analysis and clever
device switching. We provide remote,
real-time energy data and control
capability that is personalized, visible
and configurable.

Our learning algorithms, wireless
device switching, independent
communications protocol and
demand response capability provide
benefits to the entire electricity
value chain: for energy consumers,
distributors, retailers and generators.

Energy Profile
Understand your
energy profile and
opportunities
for improvement

Smart Solar
Make informed
investment decisions
on renewable
energy sources

Meaningful Insights
Power Diversion
Gain insight into the
Make use of cheaper
performance of your
electricity and divert
renewable energy
power from energy
sources
sources to specific loads

$

Complete Automation
Connect & Control
More Savings
Battery Storage
Turn your house into an
Maximise benefits with
Make informed
Connect to more
intelligent home
appliances and take
renewable energy
investment decisions on
with automation
storage solution
control of peak demand and storage solutions
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Energy
Management
Smoothing transitions to sustainable
living.

Manage and reduce electricity bills.
carbonTRACK monitors energy
consumption and provides users
with access to this data anytime,
from anywhere. We provide 24/7
access via a mobile phone, tablet
or computer. Users can monitor
their electricity bills, shift loads and
manage load-shedding.

Insights from carbonTRACK assists
people in saving wasted electricity,
and their transition to reusable
energy. This ensures energy resiliency.
Getting solar or batteries is a big
investment. Homeowners need to
make sure they know exactly what
they need before making the decision.
carbonTRACK helps them to measure
their energy use and make an
informed decision about the battery
or solar system size that will best fit
their needs and lifestyle.

carbonTRACK lets homeowners
pinpoint days they want more
information and see granular details.
They receive the insights they need to
understand their energy use patterns.

Smart Geyser
Management
Save money.

Protect investments.

Geyser water heating systems almost
always require a backup system for
cloudy days and times of increased
demand. However, most geysers use
energy from the grid constantly to
keep water at an optimal temperature.

carbonTRACK also monitors and cares
for geysers when they are not being
used. When a homeowner is away, the
system switches to “Holiday Mode”
to save power.

With carbonTRACK, geysers draw from
the best energy source available to
heat water.

Detect leaks and prevent damage.
carbonTRACK sends an alert if there
is a leak or damage to a system. This
lets homeowners minimize the time
and cost to fix problems and avoid
collateral damage.

carbonTRACK
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Smart Solar
Harness the power of the sun.
carbonTRACK lets users see how
much energy their solar panels are
producing and how much they’re
using.
This helps solar owners to utilise
the solar they produce and reduce
waste. This is enabled through
carbonTRACK’s powerful switching
capabilities, which users can control
manually or run on an optimised
Green Circuit.

If they notice they’re producing more
than they’re using, they can make the
most of the solar power available by
switching on connected appliances or,
if batteries are installed, save it to use
later.
carbonTRACK works with every PV
solar system and goes the extra mile
by alerting users if something’s not
working. Alerts can be sent when its
time for a maintenance service.

Smart Battery
Management
Power, when it’s needed.
carbonTRACK monitors the energy
stored in battery systems. It helps
customers save by providing them
with remotely accessible insights
on the capacity of energy they have
available to use during peak periods.
All data is captured in real-time and
communicated to the user’s app in
15-minute intervals.

carbonTRACK lets users recharge their
batteries from the cheapest source –
from the grid when prices are low, or
from solar when they’re generating
excess. Whether they’ve made the
leap, or are sizing it up, carbonTRACK
gives people the assurance they need
to thrive on or off-the-grid.

carbonTRACK |

Smart Solar + Battery Management
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“

Imagine a world
where your home
or business was
entirely within
your control.

Intelligent
Living

“

Spiros Livadaras
carbonTRACK Founder

Enter the world of carbonTRACK,
where humble abodes are
transformed into smart homes.
Start with the carbonTRACK gateway,
and from there, connect appliances
using Smart Plugs. We have designed
them to be simple to use to make life
more convenient and help save on
electricity costs.
You can also use climate controllers
to manage split air-con systems
remotely.

carbonTRACK
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Intelligent Living

With carbonTRACK, controlling
and managing homes is easy, and
appliances can be switched on or off
from anywhere, at any time, including
pool pumps.
The carbonTRACK ecosystem is
extensive. Our technology grows with
each individual, so they can build an
intelligent home at their own pace.
You can even manage your koi pond!
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carbonTRACK Three Phase Energy
Management Solution (CT200i)

Benefits

Intelligent energy system
With carbonTRACK, you are in control. Welcome to the
world of smart energy, where you can monitor, control and
optimize how you use, store and share energy – all via an
app or online dashboard.
Know your energy usage
Know how much energy you use and produce in realtime.
Avoid bill-shock and use carbonTRACK app’s bill prediction
and comparisons, set bill goals and alerts to implement
changes. Control and automate energy usage and save big.

• Manage your solar power generation, usage and limit
export.
• Control electrical circuits and individual appliances
through scheduling or by switching them on/off
through the smartphone app or online dashboard.
• Always know your system status with intuitive realtime alerts.
Features
• App & online dashboard

Make the most of your solar system
Rooftop solar systems are a big investment. carbonTRACK
shows your solar production, use, and export, and can
notify you a fault does occur. For greater ROI for your solar,
schedule appliances and circuits to run when the sun is
shining and use excess energy to charge your battery or
export to grid.

• Big Picture & granular data
• Switch & smart load control
• Reliable, real-time data
• Cellular & Wi-Fi communications
• Control multiple SunSpec compatible & IoT devices

Be future-ready
With a carbonTRACK Smart Gateway, your energy
ecosystem can be adjusted based on energy prices
and your home automation needs. Control multiple
IoT devices from the carbonTRACK app, schedule and
automate devices inline to your energy usage, change your
preferences in line with your evolving lifestyle.

carbonTRACK
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• Google Home connectivity
• Safety & system alerts
• MDT data security

Three Phase Energy Management Solution
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carbonTRACK Smart Solar
Thermal Controller (ST100i)

Benefits

Intelligent energy system
With carbonTRACK, you are in control. The carbonTRACK
ST100i utilizes temperature sensors to enable efficient
and intelligent control of Solar Thermal and Electrical
Geyser installations. It can also be used to manage pool
solar heating systems. It can be retrofitted onto existing
installations or installed alongside new installations.
Key Features
Built-in LCD screen allows for an extensive menu structure
that allows the user to set timers, observe the status of
devices and display errors such as water leaks.
Advanced functionality such as Anti-Freeze Protection,
Holiday Mode and Auto Smart Control allows the ST100i
to further enhance the efficiency of your solar hot water
installation whilst protecting infrastructure. Additional leak
sensor capability with Solenoid shut-off further enhances
this safety aspect.

• Easy to install and affordable
• Detect leaks or runaway temperatures in the geyser
and sends alerts to users. Ensures water damage is
minimised should the geyser fail
• Control of up to two geysers’ thermodynamic heating
and cooling cycle, making them more energy efficient
• Manual and/or Auto-Schedule
• Smart mode for better energy
• Temperature differential based switching
• Anti-Freeze protection technology
• Battery backup for minimal data loss
• Solenoid shut-off valve control for hot water

• The ability to measure up to 3 unique temperatures
with analog temperature sensors
• Can accept a leak sensor that is programmed to flash
an error message on the LCD and activate a solenoid
shut off valve as soon as a leak is detected
• Relay connectors that allow for intelligent control of
up to 2 Geyser units

carbonTRACK
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Smart Solar Thermal Controller
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Smart Plug
IoT Monitoring & Control

Climate Command
Infered Split System Controller

Pinpoint energy-hungry appliance

Control your heating and cooling

Unsure of what’s using the most electricity in your home?
Plug-in one appliance at a time and track how much each
appliance consumes. Then you can see if it’s time for an
upgrade, or if you need it checked out for a service.

The Climate Command device is an all in one control
module for split air conditioning systems, encapsulated in
a small form factor and can be controlled and configured
remotely via the carbonTRACK Smart Gateway.

Run appliances, even when you’re away

Flexibility

Use your cheaper electricity to wash or dry your clothes.
Connect your appliances and switch them on even when
you’re away from home. Clean and dry clothes with less
effort, and fewer costs!

The Climate Command device is a very smart, adaptable
control device. It can be used with a number of leading
split system air conditioning and heating systems currently
available on the market.

Benefits

Features

Benefits

• See how much electricity • App & online dashboard
your appliances use, in
• Big Picture & granular
15-minute intervals
data
• Switch connected
• Switch & smart control
appliances remotely
from your phone
• Reliable, real-time data
• Save your time and
• ZigBee HA 1.2 compliant
reduce wasted electricity
• MDT data security
• Shift your appliance
schedules a.nd run
them when electricity is
cheaper

carbonTRACK |

• Control and manage
your split system
temperature and
running schedule

Features
• Control your device
from the App & online
dashboard
• Switch & smart control

• Pre-installed IR codes for
• Device scheduling
mainstream split system
air conditioners
• Reliable, real-time data
• IR code learning
functionality for
unknown brand split
system devices

Smart Energy Management Solution

• ZigBee HA 1.2 compliant
• Safety & system alerts
• MDT data security
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Total Control from the
Palm of Your Hand

The carbonTRACK platform lets users see and control
their entire home, no matter where they are. It provides
electricity insights, showing energy consumed and
power generated by PV solar systems. This information is
presented in a simple and easy to understand bar graph,
with a further option for users to get a more detailed
view. Users can set timers and switch devices using their
smartphone, making it quick and easy to make energysaving changes and see the results anytime.

Demand Charge Manager
Stay within their demand charge limits set by energy
providers with carbonTRACK Demand Charge Manager.
The user is able to select their energy provider’s tariff
structure and which appliances they want to involved in
the Flex Load Prioritization. The appliances selected will
be switched on and off automatically – in priority order - to
manage peak loads and to ensure that the usage doesn’t
go over the pre-set threshold. At any time users have the
ability to override the program if lifestyle choices require
them to.

Fleet Management
Green Circuit
carbonTRACK’s Green Circuit help users take full advantage
of the solar power that they generate. By maximising the
use of solar power, users generate and draw less from the
grid.
With Green Circuit enabled, carbonTRACK does the
thinking and will automatically run the circuit when the
sun is shining. Instead of a set start and finish time, users
can schedule a circuit within a time window. The circuit
will run when the required solar generation is reached. If
the solar isn’t generating enough, carbonTRACK can still
run the circuit with the solar available and source the
extra energy from the grid. This will result in greater use
of solar energy and create a quicker return on your solar
investment.

carbonTRACK Fleet Management is a platform that a
manager can use to monitor and control their fleet.
Fleet Management provides users with live reporting,
that can also drill down into the individual unit’s granular
data. The platform can enable managers to receive alerts
when there is an issue and will have the ability to remotely
manage the total energy generation, usage and available
storage.

VPP
The carbonTRACK platform can enable Virtual Power
Plant (VPP) control for network operators. A network
operator can use carbonTRACK to export stored energy
from selected users to stabilise the local energy grid. When
required, carbonTRACK can export stored fleet energy to
boost the local grid frequency.
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Installer
Support

Join carbonTRACK as an accredited
installer.
By becoming an accredited installer
with carbonTRACK we help you create
more value for your customers. We
have an online carbonTRACK Installer
Portal where you can complete online
training and access your installer kit.
Our training is comprehensive
and we will guide you through the
process. The training covers: preinstallation, installation, common
installation errors, commissioning,
troubleshooting and the postinstallation process.
To find out how you can join us as an
accredited installer please email us at
info@carbontrack.co.za

carbonTRACK
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About
carbonTRACK

carbonTRACK is an energy
management and Internet of Things
(IoT) company that helps businesses
and households to use less power to
save money and the environment.
We envision a world where energy
is consumed sustainably, shared
fairly, and everyone is empowered to
control their energy use.

Contact
Details

432 Shetland Road,
Witpoort (Beaulieu) Midrand,
South Africa
1684
+27 64 504 3833
info@carbontrack.co.za
www.carbontrack.co.za

carbonTRACK
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